We find a realization of the Z 2 -symmetry behind the µ − τ universality in the neutrino mass matrix able to impose a generic smallest mixing angle, in contrast to a zero-value predicted by the usual form of the µ − τ symmetry. We extend this symmetry for the lepton sector within type-I seesaw scenario, and show it can accommodate the mixing angles, the mass hierarchies and the lepton asymmetry in the universe. We then study the effects of perturbing the specific form of the neutrino mass matrix imposed by the symmetry and compute the resulting mixing and mass spectrum. We trace back this "low-scale" perturbation to a "high-scale" perturbation, and find realizations of this latter one arising from exact symmetries with an enriched matter content.
Introduction
Flavor symmetry is presumably behind the observed pattern of lepton flavor mixing. The benefits of flavor symmetry are not only limited to deciphering the true origin of neutrino masses and flavor structures, but it is also used to predict the nine free parameters of the light Majorana neutrino mass matrix M ν . These nine free parameters comprise the three masses (m 1 , m 2 and m 3 ), the three mixing angles (θ x , θ y and θ z ) (commonly known as θ 12 , θ 23 and θ 13 ), the two Majorana-type phases (ρ and σ) and the Dirac-type phase (δ). One can set the symmetry at the Lagrangian level which would lead to specific textures of M ν that one can test whether or not they can accommodate the experimental data summarized in Table 1 The µ − τ symmetry [1] is treated in many common mixing patterns such as tri-bimaximal mixing (TBM) [2] , bimaximal mixing (BM) [3] and scenarios of A 5 mixing [4] . This symmetry is determined by fixing one of the two Z 2 's which M ν respects to reflect exchange between the second and third families.
In [5, 6] , we realized the µ−τ symmetry by two textures, both of which led to a vanishing θ z angle, and we extended the symmetry to the lepton sector showing it can accommodate the lepton mass hierarchies. The best-fit values, together with the 1σ and 3σ intervals, for the three mixing angles taken from a global analysis of current experimental [7] . (NH, IH) 4.24 -5.94 3.80 -6.41 However, in order to agree with a non-vanishing experimental value of θ z we had to resort to "perturbing" the texture imposed by the symmetry. We studied possible forms of perturbations on M ν originated from perturbations on the Dirac neutrino mass matrix M D at the high scale within type-I seesaw scenario, and showed how one can get by this way an experimentally acceptable value for θ z . However, for an exact µ − τ symmetry, nothing is special about θ z = 0. Had the experimental value of θ z not been small enough (≃ 9 o ), one would not have been able to call in the perturbative approach in order to move θ z from zero to its large value. Nonetheless, this does not mean that the exact symmetry can not accommodate this new large value. The objective of this paper is to find a representation of the µ − τ symmetry leading without perturbation to θ z equal to an arbitrary value given in advance, and to study the consequences of this "deformed" symmetry, called henceforth S z in contrast to the "non-deformed" symmetry S leading to θ z = 0. This issue is important since it negates the incorrect statement that exact µ − τ symmetry forces a vanishing value for θ z that one needs to perturb in order to agree with data.
After we find S z , we extend it into the lepton sector and study the resulting mass hierarchies. As we shall see, S z predicts, in addition to θ z , the value θ y = bi-unitary transformation:
In the same manner, we can diagonalize the symmetric Majorana neutrino mass matrix by just one unitary transformation:
with m i (for i = 1, 2, 3) real and positive. The mismatch between V l and V ν leads to the observed neutrino mixing matrix
In the "flavor" basis, we have V l L = 1 (the unity matrix) meaning that the charged lepton mass eigen states are the same as the current (gauge) eigen states. We assume that we are working in this basis implying that the measured mixing results only from neutrinos V PMNS = V ν . We justify this by noting that the deviations from V l L = 1 are of order of the ratios of the hierarchical charged lepton masses which are small.
We shall adopt the parametrization of [9] , related to other ones by simple relations [10] , where the V PMNS is given in terms of three mixing angles (θ x , θ y , θ z ) and three phases (δ, ρ, σ), as follows.
where R i (θ i ) (i = x, y, z) is the rotation matrix around the (i − 1) th -axis (x = 1, y = 2, z = 3 or 0) by angle θ i , and s θi ≡ sin θ i . . .. Note that in this adopted parametrization, the third column of V PMNS is real which would be essential later to extract the parameters from the diagonalizing matrix. We write down in Appendix (A) the elements of the neutrino mass matrix in the flavor basis and in the adopted parametrization Eq. (124). This helps in viewing directly at the level of the mass matrix that the effect of swapping the indices 2 and 3 corresponds to the transformation θ y → π 2 − θ y and δ → δ ± π. Hence, for a texture satisfying the µ-τ symmetry, one can check the correctness of any obtained formula by requesting it to be invariant under the above transformation.
3 The Deformed S z versus the Non-deformed S Symmetries
In [6] , we defined the S symmetry incorporating the µ − τ universality, and which leads to mixing angles in the first quadrant, by an orthogonal real matrix:
Another symmetry is possible by taking the (1, 1) th entry in S equal to 1 instead of −1, but to fix the ideas, let us just restrict our study to S above. Requiring that M ν is invariant under S:
We use this parametrization for f z r in a way to put in its third column independent entries, so that when the fields ∆ k and the neutral component of the Higgs field φ
• acquire vevs ( ∆ k = δ k , v = φ • ) and when we assume having a hierarchy of the form:
Interpreting each row of Yaukawa couplings in the mass matrix Eq. (36) as a complex valued vector having norm defined in the standard way, and assuming that the ratio between the moduli of these Yaukawa vectors matches the corresponding one between lepton masses as |K| : |N | : |P | ∼ m e : m µ : m τ , one can show, as was done in [11] , that the LH charged lepton fields needs to be infinitesimally rotated in order to diagonalize the charged lepton mass matrix, which validates our assumption of working in the flavor basis to a good approximation. On the other hand, one could have opted to work with many SM Higgs doublets φ i rather than many SM-singlet scalar fields ∆ i . In this case, the lagrangian responsible for the mass of the charged leptons would assumes the form
The charged leptons aquire masses when the Higgs scalars get vevs which can be assumed to respect
We can follow the same procedure, described above when using many SM-singlet scalar fields ∆ i , to get the diagonalized charged leptons while still working in the flavor basis to a good approximation.
Regarding the flavor-changing neutral Yukawa interaction, it could be suppressed by properly adjusting the relevant Yukawa coupling combinations [12] .
where 
In the Appendix (A), we summarize in useful formulae (Eqs. (133) upto (139)) all the relevant relations between the entries corresponding to the set of mass matrices
and since the determinant, or equivalently the product of eigenvalues, does not change when changing the basis, then the relevant spectra for
, with the help of Eq. (128) and Eq. (135), can be written as,
The mass spectrum and its hierarchy type are determined by the eigenvaules presented in Eq. (48). As one of the simplest realizations which can be envisaged from Eq. (47) Later, we shall need the general forms of the symmetric and general matrices which are "sign-reversed", i.e. multiplied by −1, under S z . Therefore, for the sake of completeness and necessity, we state in the Appendix (A) all the constraints imposed by such kind of"sign-reversed" symmetry (Eq. (141) and Eq. (142)).
Leptogenesis
In [6] we showed that the S symmetry can account for the lepton asymmetry observed in the universe. The relevant quantity in that calculation was the term
whereM D is the Dirac neutrino mass matrix in the basis where the RH neutrinos are mass eigenstates, V R is the diagonalizing matrix of M R and F 0 is a phase diagonal matrix so that the eigenvalues of M R are real positive. Let's look now at the expression above in the "rotated" basis defined by W :
Moreover, since the diagonal phase matrix F 0 depends on the mass spectrum of M R , it remains the same upon going to "rotated" basis defined by W . Thus, the relevant discussion for leptogenesis remains the same in both "non-deformed" and "deformed" µ-τ symmetries.
5 Perturbation on S z
Motivation and Preliminaries
In [5, 6] , we introduced a perturbation on the S-symmetry in order to deal with its experimentally unacceptable zero value for θ z . In the case of S z symmetry, we can arrange to get θ z equal any value given in advance. However, S z predicts that θ y equals exactly π/4, which is, albeit experimentally allowable, not the best fit of θ y . Moreover, the value of θ x is determined by the entries of M z ν and it would be good if we have a freedom in changing slightly the values of angles to account for possible new more precise measurements. This pushes us to consider the effects of perturbing the form of M z ν imposed by the S z symmetry. We carry out now a complete analytical analysis of M z ν perturbations. In the next section we shall present theoretical realizations justifying the possibility of taking the form of perturbations we are considering here. As to the numerical analysis, we shall report in a future work the results of scanning the free parameters of the model and determining the regions of parameter space consistent with data. We shall denote the predictions of S z symmetry (unperturbed) by an 0 upper index. Thus we have
and the diagonalizing matrix U z is defined such that
whereas the corresponding matrix for the "unperturbed" S z case Eq. (14) or Eq. (24) is denoted by U 0z :
We define I z ǫ as
Unitarity of U z and U 0z means that I z ǫ is antihermitian:
Working to first order in the perturbation δM z ν , we get the condition:
We shall restrict our perturbations to those originating, within seesaw mechanism, from the following
Therefore, up to first order perturbation and after having denoted the generic non vanishing entries of δM 
We note here that the purpose of adding the perturbation δM z ν is to break the symmetry S z , otherwise no new role can play M z ν that M 0z ν can not. This non invariance can be easily verified by checking that we have
The Perturbation Form and the Perturbed Mass Spectrum
We defined in Eq. (14) the relation between the deformed ("rotated") unperturbed and the non-deformed ("non-rotated") unperturbed bases for the diagonalizing matrices:
The expressions of U 0 , U 0z are given respectively in Eqs. (8, 24) . We note that if the perturbations in the deformed and non-deformed cases are related by the same similarity transformation defined by W Eq. (15), then I z ǫ is invariant with respect to change of basis, i.e. it is z-independent and equal to I ǫ corresponding to perturbing the non-deformed diagonalizing matrix U 0 . In fact, defining U = W T U z , and writing it in the form U = U 0 (1 + I ǫ ), we see from
and from Eq. (56), that I ǫ satisfies the same characterizing equation as I z ǫ . We thus deduce a method to compute I z ǫ , which is necessary to evaluate the effects of the perturbation δM z ν in the "rotated' basis. This method consists in writing down the corresponding perturbation in the "non-rotated" basis in the form δM ν = W T δM z ν W , and then solving in this latter basis the defining equation:
Then the resulting I ǫ is also the correct answer in our rotated basis. We note in addition that the breaking of the symmetry by the perturbation Eq. (59) is valid in both rotated and non-rotated bases. We shall work out now an easier equivalent method to find I z 13 ) s z c z .
The two procedures for determining I z ǫ via Eq. (56) or Eq. (66) are shown, in Appendix (B), to be equivalent, as expected.
Determining the Resulting Mixing and Phase Angles after Perturbation
Having now determined the matrix I z ǫ (Eq. (146)), then the resulting mixing matrix, denoted by U ǫ , would be
where
ν ii ). The multiplication by the determined diagonal phase matrix is required in order to make the eigenvalues of M ν real and positive. Before extracting the resulting mixing and phase angles, one needs to carry out a further rephasing in order to make the third column of U ǫ real, so that to be consistent with the adopted parametrization of Eq. (4). Thus, we rephase the fields of the charged leptons as, e → e iψ1 e, µ → e iψ2 µ, τ → e iψ3 τ, where
* The second line is just the complex conjugate of the first line. One could limit oneself to the first line which represents 3 complex equations in 3 complex unknowns ǫ z i , i = 1, 2, 3. However, it is simpler to treat ǫ z * i as independent from ǫ z i , and get a linear system of 6 equations in 6 unknowns. Eventually, we checked that the obtained solutins are consistent in that ǫ z * i is indeed the complex cnjugate of ǫ z i .
The full expressions for all entries of the matrix U ǫ are presented in Eq. (147) in Appendix (B). Identifying now U ǫ , after having suitably rephased the charge leptonts, with V * PMNS , we can extract the angles. We list now the first order approximations for θ x , θ y and θ z whereas the full expressions are listed in the Appendix (B) Eq. (148),
The invariance of M 0z D under S z forces it to be parameterized in a such a way as presented through Eqs. (45) (46) . We rewrite it here in the following form: 
where the set of parameters {B
We see directly, up to this given order, that when β = 0 then ξ = 0. As we seek in this section a realization for a dis-entangled perturbation parameterized solely by χ, then we shall look for a realization of M z D with β = 0. In [6] we found a realization of the "dis-entangled" perturbation, due only to χ and not to ξ, assuming exact S-symmetry but at the expense of extending the symmetry and adding new matter. Here, we shall do the same but with the symmetry S z . In order to find the S z -transformations knowing the corresponding S-ones, we use the following rule of thumb:
(deformed symmetry element) = W ( non-deformed symmetry element ) W T (78) As in [6] , we present two ways to get a perturbed M z ν with ξ = 0, the first one assuming a S z × Z 2 2 symmetry, whereas the symmetry in the other way is S z × Z 8 .
6.2
• Matter content and symmetry transformations
We have three SM-like Higgs doublets (φ i , i = 1, 2, 3) giving mass to the charged leptons and another three Higgs doublets (φ ′ i , i = 1, 2, 3) for the Dirac neutrino mass matrix. All the fields remain unchanged under Z ′ 2 except the fields φ ′ and ν R which are multiplied by −1, so that we assure that neither φ can contribute to M D , nor φ ′ to M l . We had in [6] the assignment of the fields under the S-symmetry, and so by the rule of thumb we get the following transformations. The transformations under Z 2 are
The transformation under S z are
• Charged lepton mass matrix-flavor basis
The Lagrangian responsible for M z l is given by:
The invariance of the Lagrangian under S z implies the following for the Yukawa couplings f zj ik :
In order to find f zj ik , one can start from the known solutions in the case of S-symmetry:
and expressing the S's in terms of the S z 's in that S = W T S z W , we get
We find that a solution of Eq. (82) is given by:
Defining the matrices f zj and f j as the matrices whose (i, k)-th entries are respectively f zj ik and f j ik then We can express Eq. (85) as
which means that the solution for the "rotated" basis is obtained by a similarity transformation applied onto the solution for "non-rotated" basis, followed by a linear combination weighted by (W T ) jσ . Moreover we can re-express the symmetry constraint of Eq. (82) in matrix form as a weighted sum of similarity transformations:
Now, using the results of [6] where, taking into consideration the invariance under both S and Z 2 -symmetries, we obtained
and applying the similarity transformations by W :
Under the reasonable assumption that the magnitudes of the Yaukawa couplings come in ratios proportional to the lepton mass ratios as |B z | : |C z | : |D z | ∼ m e : m µ : µ τ , we can show, as was done in [5] , that this form can be diagonalized by infinitesimal rotations applied onto the LH charged lepton fields, which justifies working in the flavor basis to a good approximation.
• Majorana neutrino mass matrix
The mass term is directly present in the Lagrangian
The invariance under Z ′ 2 is trivially satisfied while the one under S z × Z 2 is more involved. In [6] , we found a form similar to, say, f 1 in Eq. (88), which was invariant under S × Z 2 , and so the corresponding form in the "deformed (rotated)" basis for M z R would be similar tof
One can check that M z R above does satisfy the constraints of Eq. (20, 21) showing that M z R is S z -invariant.
• Dirac neutrino mass matrix
The Lagrangian responsible for the neutrino mass matrix is
In a similar manner to our discussion in the above item about the charged lepton mass matrix, we find that invariance under S z implies the following constraint on Yukawa couplings (c.f. Eq. (82)):
which can be written in an equivalent matrix form similar to Eq. (87) as
where the matrix g zj has g zj ik at its (i, k)-th entry. Again, knowing the solution g for "non-deformed" case we can get the corresponding one for the deformed case as,
In [6] , we found the expressions of g j ik taking into consideration the S and Z 2 symmetries:
The transformation under Z 8 are
We note here that we need to extend the symmetry S z to the case of two and four dimensional representations, in that we need to define the action of the element W of the "rotations" group over the 2-dim ∆-field and over the 4-dim φ ′ -field. We also note that we use W † rather than W T , since it is the inverse W −1 which is involved in the definition of the similarity transformation from the "non-rotated" to the "rotated" bases. For a unitary complex matrix, it is W † which represents the inverse and not W T .
The extension of the W -action from the fundamental representation of the rotations group acting on 3-dim space to 4-dim space is carried in the simplest way by embedding the 3-dim rotation into a 4-dim one by a canonical injection:
As to the extension of W , which is a rotation in SO(3) into a 2-dim matrix, it is carried out by the 1-to-2 homomorphism between SO(3) and its universal covering SU (2), where every rotation will be mapped into an element of SU (2) acting on 2-dim space. Denoting Pauli matrices by σ:
we have the following correspondences:
and thus W given by Eq. (15) would be extended into the 2 × 2 matrix:
Thus we have
• Charged lepton mass matrix-flavor basis The symmetry restrictions in constructing the charged lepton mass Lagrangian Eq. (81) is similar to what is obtained in the case of (S z ×Z 2 ×Z ′ 2 ). The similarity comes from the fact that the charges assigned to the fields (L, l c , φ) for the factor
) and for Z 8 (of S z × Z 8 ) are the same. Thus, the story repeats itself, and we end up, assuming a hierarchy in the Higgs φ's fields vevs (v 3 ≫ v 2 , v 1 ), with a charged lepton mass matrix adjustable to be approximately in the flavor basis. Moreover, we showed in [6] that the Z 8 -symmetry forbids the term L i φ ′ k l c j , and this remains valid in our construction based on S z × Z 8 .
The mass term is generated from the Lagrangian
which is, to leading order, of the form of Eq. (20) • Dirac neutrino mass matrix 
In [6] , we found the expressions of g j ik taking into consideration the S and Z 8 symmetries: (120) Applying now the similarity transformations by W :
Whereas invoking perturbations was necessary to amend the experimentally unacceptable vanishing value of θ z , it is still an interesting issue to study the effects of perturbing S z , at least to adopt, say, another value of θ y which is predicted by the symmetry to be equal to π/4. We carry out this study and illustrate the connection between perturbing S and perturbing S z . We will report in a future work a complete numerical study contrasting the predictions of the symmetry and its perturbations to experimental data.
Finally, we presented a theoretical realization of the perturbed Dirac mass matrix, where the symmetry is broken spontaneously and the perturbation parameter originates from ratios of different Higgs fields vevs.
